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Stainless Steel Washing Rack 

Terpco offers 11” and 14” stainless steel wash racks designed to help in 

the manual cleaning of weigh scale parts. These racks are universally  

designed to hold the weight of scale parts from all of the major       

manufacturers, such as Ishida, Yamato, Hayssen, and Eagle. 

 

We offer a mesh style and rod style, both with stainless steel construc-

tion. Both styles can be fitted with pockets for use by fork lifts when 

transporting or moving the racks. 

  

Terpco also provides universal stainless steel parts washers to easily clean 

and maintain all types of machine and production line parts. These washers 

work great in the food, dairy, meat, bakery, candy, pharmaceutical,         

cosmetics, and metal cleaning industries, plus many others! 

 

These washing tanks can be customized to fit your specific needs. For     

example, the washers can be sized for specific dimensions. Furthermore, 

turbo jets can be added to better clean long tubular parts. Lastly, drum 

draining fixtures can be added for a more efficient, less messy clean up. 

Stainless Steel Parts Washer 
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When cleaning and maintaining valves, fittings, machine 

parts, molds, and other smaller parts, you will want the 

cleaning unit to be fitted with one or two adjustable   

distributor pipes in order to develop the rolling           

turbulence.  

In order to clean the inside of long tubular parts, we recommend the 

turbo jets that will produce a higher powered, direct water stream into 

the interior of the pipe or tube. 

 

Drum draining fixtures can also be installed to the washer (see bottom 

right). 
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